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Independent 
Clause

An independent clause has a 
subject and a verb. It is a 

complete sentence.

Examples:

The dog sleeps in his 
house.

Sam eats his dinner.

The book fell off of the 
shelf.



Dependent Clause
A dependent clause has a 

subject and verb. However, it 
is an incomplete sentence.

Examples: 

When Joe goes to sleep...

...because it was raining

If you don’t wait...



Connecting 2 Independent Clauses
We have two complete sentences 
and want to combine them.
To do this, we need a comma and a 
conjunction (FANBOYS).

For
And
Nor
But
Or
Yet
So

Sally wants to buy clothes.

The store is closed.

Sally wants to buy clothes, but 
the store is closed.



Connecting 2 Independent Clauses

Independent Clause #1 + comma + conjunction (FANBOYS) + 
Independent Clause #2

Examples:

I was hungry, so I made a sandwich.

I went to the mall, and my sister stayed home.



Connecting Independent and Dependent Clauses

If the dependent clause comes first, then you put a comma to 
separate it from the independent clause.

When I went to the store = dependent clause

I forgot to buy bread = independent clause

When I went to the store, I forgot to buy bread.



Connecting Independent and Dependent Clauses

If the independent clause comes first, there is no comma.

I forgot to buy bread = independent clause

When I went to the store = dependent clause

I forgot to buy bread when I went to the store.



Let’s Practice! 

Independent + Independent
I went to the movies, and my mom went to the store.

Independent + Dependent
My mother is sleeping while my dad is cooking.

Dependent + Independent
Because it rained today, I could not go running.


